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Okta breach: 134 customers exposed in
October support system hack

Okta says attackers who breached its customer support system last month gained access to

�les belonging to 134 customers, �ve of them later being targeted in session hijacking attacks

with the help of stolen session tokens.

"From September 28, 2023 to October 17, 2023, a threat actor gained unauthorized access to

�les inside Okta's customer support system associated with 134 Okta customers, or less than

1% of Okta customers," Okta revealed.

"Some of these �les were HAR �les that contained session tokens which could in turn be used

for session hijacking attacks. The threat actor was able to use these session tokens to hijack

the legitimate Okta sessions of 5 customers, 3 of whom have shared their own response to this

event."

Read More
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More #News

New Microsoft Exchange zero-days allow RCE, data theft attacks

Atlassian warns of exploit for Con�uence data wiping bug, get patching

Discord will switch to temporary �le links to block malware delivery

3,000 Apache ActiveMQ servers vulnerable to RCE attacks exposed online

 

#Breach Log

QNAP warns of critical command injection �aws in QTS OS, apps

Cybercrime service bypasses Android security to install malware

Dutch hacker jailed for extortion, selling stolen data on RaidForums

 

#Patch Time!

Windows 11 23H2 - New features in the Windows 11 2023 Update

Google Chrome now auto-upgrades to secure connections for all users

Windows 11 KB5031455 preview update enables Moment 4 features by default

 

#Tech and #Tools

Google Play adds security audit badges for Android VPN apps

Apple 'Find My' network can be abused to steal keylogged passwords

Cloud�are Dashboard and APIs down after data center power outage

Avast con�rms it tagged Google app as malware on Android phones
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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